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Matsumoto Nobuhiro (1897?1981) is known as one of two founders of Vietnamese studies in Japan 
together with Yamamoto Tatsurō. Previous studies date the establishment to the 1930s when Matsumoto 
conducted a research trip to French Indochina. Also, Itō Seiji who wrote the biggest number of papers on 
Matsumoto claimed significance of this trip for Matsumoto?s career. Therefore, the purpose of the pres-
ent study is to examine Matsumoto?s contribution to the Vietnamese research through his writings on 
Vietnam, based on the analysis of his works published in the period from 1919?1939. First, this paper re-
veals the beginnings of Matsumoto?s interest in peoples of Vietnam as a result of his ethnological studies 
during the period 1919?1923. Second, it claims Matsumoto started paying special attention to Vietnam 
because he received influence of French and Japanese scholars claiming the significance of southern cul-
ture, including his teacher Jean Przyluski, who researched on Vietnam, during the period 1924?1932. 
Third, the paper discusses Matsumoto?s contribution to the foundation of Vietnamese studies in Japan 
during the period 1933?1939 resulting from his research trip to French Indochina in 1933. Matsumoto 
brought Vietnamese books, archaeological artifacts and Western works on Southeast Asia back to Japan, 
presented them in Japanese academic circles and produced numerous works related to Vietnam. Finally, 
he also contributed to the institutionalization of Vietnamese studies at Keio University and raised spe-
cialists in Vietnamese studies there.
Introduction
Contribution of Matsumoto Nobuhiro (????, 1897?1981) to the establishment of Vietnamese 
Studies in Japan is an acknowledged fact. Also Professor Shiraishi Masaya remembers that he, as a 
young specialist in Vietnamese studies, listened to Matsumoto?s speech at the research meeting of Ja-
pan Society for Southeast Asian Historical Studies (?????????????) in Matsumoto?s late 
years.1 Matsumoto?s significance for Vietnamese studies is well-known as well as that of Yamamoto 
Tatsurō (????, 1910?2001) whose scholar career begun a decade later. Matsumoto?s work is espe-
cially appreciated and commemorated at Keio University where he co-founded a center for Vietnam-
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1 Professor Shiraishi Masaya?s email to the author on 9 May 2017.
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ese Studies which was named the Keio University Institute of Cultural and Linguistic studies (????
?????????) in 1962. This means that Matsumoto?s effort bore more fruits in the post-war 
period which was also accompanied by rich Matsumoto?s publication. However, Shimao Minoru dated 
the start of Matsumoto?s contribution to the foundation of Vietnamese studies in Japan to the 1930s,2 
and Frédéric Roustan discussed the significance of Matsumoto?s trip to Indochina from this point of 
view in the same period.3 Therefore, this paper aims to trace Matsumoto?s path to establishing 
Vietnamese studies in Japan in the pre-war period.
Among the previous research discussing Matsumoto, many authors mentioned his contribution to 
various disciplines?not only to Vietnamese studies and Southeast Asian studies (Suenari Michio,4 
Frédéric Roustan,5 Shimao Minoru,6 Japan Society for Southeast Asian Studies7), but also to history 
(Yoshikai Masato8), anthropology (Shimizu Akitoshi, Yamashita Shinji),9mythology (Hirafuji Kikuko, 
Ōbayashi Taryō),10 folkloristics (Itō Seiji,11 Itō Mikiharu),12 and human sociology (Satō Yoshiyuki).13 
This very well reflects interdisciplinary character of Matsumoto?s research that enabled him to pro-
mote the study of Vietnam from various perspectives. Due to this academic width, it is impossible to 
limit the discussion on Matsumoto?s contribution to one point of focus.
One attempt was made by Matsumoto?s student Itō Seiji who wrote the biggest number of papers on 
2 Minoru Shimao, ?Betonamu. Tōnan Ajiashi he no teii to tenkai,? in Tōnan Ajia shi. Kenkyū no hatten (Tōnan Ajia Gakkai 40 
shūnen, Kinen jigyō iinkai, Yamakawa shuppansha, 2009), p. 110.
3 Frédéric Roustan, ?From Oriental Studies to South Pacific Studies: The Multiple Origins of Vietnamese Studies,? Journal of 
Vietnamese Studies, Vol. 6, Issue 1 (2011), p. 13.
4 Michio Suenari, Betonamu bunka jinruigaku. Bunken kaidai. Nihon kara shiten (Fūkyōsha, 2009), p. 224.
5 Frédéric Roustan, ?From Oriental Studies to South Pacific Studies: The Multiple Origins of Vietnamese Studies,? Journal of 
Vietnamese Studies, Vol. 6, Issue 1 (2011), pp. 13, 17, 19, 20, 21.
6 Minoru Shimao, ?Betonamu. Tōnan Ajiashi he no teii to tenkai,? in Tōnan Ajia shi. Kenkyū no hatten (Tōnan Ajia Gakkai 40 
shūnen, Kinen jigyō iinkai, Yamakawa shuppansha, 2009), pp. 110?113. 
7 Tōnan Ajia gakkai, Tōnan Ajia shi. Kenkyū no hatten (Tōnan Ajia gakkai 40 shūnen, Kinen jigyō iinkai, Yamakawa shuppan-
sha, 2009), p. 12.
8 Masato Yoshikai, ?One Century of Bronze Drum Research in Japan,? Transactions of the International Conference of Eastern 
Studies, No. XLIX, Vol. 419 (The Tōhō Gakkai, 2004), pp. 23?40. ?Rekishigakusha to ?Minami Shina?,? in Shōwa?Ajiashugi no 
jitsuzō. Teikoku Nihon to Taiwan, ?Nanyō?, ?Minami Shina, ed. by Matsuura, Masataka (Minerva shobō, 2007), pp. 54?77.
9 Akitoshi Shimizu, Anthropology and Colonialism in Asia and Oceania, ed. by J. v. Bremen, A. Shimizu (Richmond, Surrey: 
Curzon, 1999), p. 149, 165, note 28. Shinji Yamashita, The Making of Anthropology in East and Southeast Asia (New York: Ber-
ghahn Books, 2004), pp. 104?105.
10 Kikuko Hirafuji, ?Shakaigakuteki kenkyū?Matsumoto Nobuhiro no shinwa kenkyū ni okeru Furansu shakaigakuha no eikyō 
in,? Shinwagaku to Nihon no kamigami (Kōbunkan, 2004), pp. 33?41. Kikuko Hirafuji, ?Shokuminchi teikoku Nihon no shin-
wagaku,? in Shūkyō to fashizumu (Kōbunkan, 2004), pp. 311?347. Taryō Ōbayashi, ?Nihon shinwa no kenkyū,? in Kokubunga-
ku kaisetsu to kinkanshō, No. 37-1 (1972), pp. 162?164; Taryō Ōbayashi, ?Kaisetsu,? in Nihon minzokugaku no kigen I: shin-
wa-densetsu (Kōdansha, 1978), pp. 401?406. 
11 Seiji Itō, ?Hito to gakumon, Matsumoto Nobuhiro,? in Shakai jinruigaku nenpō (Tōkyō toritsu daigaku shakai jinrui gakkai, dai 
12 kan, 1986), pp. 117?131; ?Matsumoto Nobuhiro??Nampōsetsu? no kaitakusha,? in Bunka jinruigaku gunzō, Nihonhen (3), 
(Kyōto: Akademia shuppankai, 1988), pp. 225?242; ?Minzokugaku, Fōkuroa, Tōyō shigaku no hazamade? (Dainikai zadankai, 
Mitashigaku no hyakunen wo kataru), Shigaku, dai 60 kan, dai 2/3 gō, Mita shigakkai (1991), pp. 253?263; ?Matsumoto 
Nobuhiro to gakumon,? in Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo kenkyūjo hōkokushū, Keiō gijuku daigaku, dai 24 kan (1992); ?Sumiyaki 
chōsha no hanashi?Yanagita Kunio to Matsumoto Nobuhiro,? Shigaku, dai 75 kan, dai 2/3 gō (2007), pp. 211?231.
12 Mikiharu Itō, ?Nihon shinwa to Ryūkyū shinwa,? Kōza Nihon no shinwa, dai 10 kan (Yūseidō shuppan, 1977), pp. 1?25.
13 Yoshiyuki Satō, ?Iha Fuyu no Matsumoto Nobuhiro ate shokan. Meiji-Taishō no gengogaku, sono 9,? Gakuen, No. 821 
(2009/3), pp. 102?109.
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Matsumoto; he interpreted Matsumoto?s work as ?pioneer in Southward theory.?14 This suggests that 
Matsumoto researched Vietnam with the purpose to clarify Japanese origins in the South of Japan 
which also includes Vietnam. Similar opinions were held by other scholars, such as Yamashita, 
Hirafuji, Ōbayashi, etc. However, another Matsumoto?s disciple Chikamori Masashi disagrees with this 
stance. 15 Also, the study of Matsumoto?s works in the pre-war period by Petra Karlová revealed ambi-
guity in Matsumoto?s conclusions, so only his persistent interest in connection between Japan and 
Southeast Asia could be confirmed.16 Given this complex background, this paper will examine Matsu-
moto?s contribution to the Vietnamese research through his writings of Vietnam, based on the analysis 
of his works published in the period from 1919?1939.
1.?1919?1923: discovering Vietnam from ethnology
This section will examine the start of Matsumoto?s interest in Vietnam in the period 1919?1923 
when Matsumoto was a student at Keio Junior High School and Keio University (1910?1920) and 
worked as a teacher at Keio Junior High School (1920?1924). In this period, Japan?s expansion to the 
South Seas Islands incited discourse of the regions lying South of the Japanese Empire.17 Nevertheless, 
Matsumoto stayed indifferent to this politico-economical topic. Moreover, Vietnam was a part of 
French Indochina, which means a country under the French control and without relation to Japan.
Despite this situation, Matsumoto made his way to Vietnam through his passion in learning about 
ancient culture. He was enrolled as student of history department at Keio University under Tanaka 
Suiichirō,18 and became interested in interpreting ancient history from the ethnological perspective. 
This inspiration sprang from two great teachers that he encountered: Yanagita Kunio, the founder of 
Japan?s folklore studies, and Kawai Teiichi, a pedagogue who studied ethnology from Wilhelm Wundt 
in Germany. Matsumoto namely drew from Kawai?s lecture ?ethno-psychology? (minzoku shinrigaku),19 
and from Yanagita?s theories on the Japanese folklore, especially the mountain belief. 20 Both Yanagita 
and Kawai developed their ideas from evolutionist ethnology of Edward Burnett Tylor and James 
14 Seiji Itō, ?Matsumoto Nobuhiro??Nampōsetsu? no kaitakusha,? Bunka jinruigaku gunzō, Nihonhen (3) (Kyōto: Akademia 
shuppankai, 1988), pp. 225?242.
15 Author?s interview with Chikamori Masashi, 23 August 2012, Keio University, Tokyo.
16 Petra Karlová, ?The Formation and Development of Matsumoto Nobuhiro?s Ideas on Southeast Asia in 1919?1945? (PhD diss., 
Waseda University, 2015).
17 Hajime Shimizu, ?Taishō shoki ni okeru ?Nanshinron? no ichi kōsatsu?sono Ajiashugiteki henyō wo megutte,? Ajia Keizai, 
30/1 (Ajia kenkyūjo, 1983), p. 18. Hajime Shimizu, ?Kindai Nihon ni okeru ?Tōnan Ajiya? chiiki gainen no seiritsu (I),? 
(Shō-chūgakkō chiri kyōkasho ni miru), Ajia keizai, 28/6 (Ajia kenkyūjo, 1987), p. 10.
18 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Tanaka hakushi wo itamu,? Mita hyōron, No. 316 (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, December 1923), pp. 26?27. 
Matsumoto Nobuhiro shinpen zakki (Matsumoto Chie, 1982), p. 40.
19 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Ōsutoroajiago ni kan suru shomondai,? in Kawai kyōju kanreki kinen ronbunshū (Kawaikyōju kanreki 
shukugakai, 1931), pp. 519?520.
20 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Fudoki ni arawaretaru santake densetsu,? Tōkōkō, II (Keiō gijuku taiikukai sangakubu nenpō, Shuppan 
kagaku sōgō kenkyūjo, 1920), pp. 23?40. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Taizan no kenkyū,? Tōkōkō, III (Keiō gijuku taiikukai sanga-
kubu nenpō, Shuppan kagaku sōgō kenkyūjo, 1921), pp. 34?40.  Kunio Yanagita, ?Musashino zatsuwa,? Tōkōkō, I (Keiō gijuku 
taiikukai sangakubu nenpō, Shuppan kagaku sōgō kenkyūjo, 1919), pp. 18?37. ?Zoku Musashino zatsuwa,? Tōkōkō, II (Keiō gi-
juku taiikukai sangakubu nenpō, Shuppan kagaku sōgō kenkyūjo, 1920), pp. 1?18.
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George Frazer. In this way, Matsumoto adopted Tylor?s theory of survival (survival?ancient cultural 
elements surviving into the modern era) together with the unilinear evolutionist hypothesis of com-
mon primitive culture.21 As a result of this unorthodox education, Matsumoto learned the ethnological 
method of comparison which aimed on clarifying the common primitive culture of the mankind by 
comparing the cultures of various primitive peoples.
This is the reason why Mán, Thái, Noi and Lolo people living in Vietnam, for the first time, ap-
peared in his paper ?The Family in Ancient China and Totemism,?22 which was a part of his graduation 
thesis from history. He discussed them among many other peoples in comparison with ancient Japa-
nese and Chinese peoples.23 The aim of his paper was to suggest the existence of totemism (belief in 
totem animal) in ancient China by comparing culture of ancient peoples in China with culture of con-
temporary primitive peoples around the world including those in Vietnam. This implies that Matsu-
moto was interested in the ethnological theory of totemism, which became worldly-known from Fraz-
er?s and Wundt?s works,24 rather than in Vietnam itself.
Notwithstanding, it is a fact of truth that Matsumoto discussed about primitive peoples in Vietnam, 
although the majority of the Japanese were basically ignorant about this region. He could do so be-
cause he cited a French scholar?s arguments: ?In general, customs similar to totemism are practiced 
among races of Indochina even now. According to Henri Maspero?s research, the tribes Thái and Noi 
have a custom of a taboo concerning the names of the family and the objects of the same names. The 
family Lau cannot eat bamboo shoots . . . And this taboo cannot be removed even by purification. Fur-
ther, families of Thái and Noi people have ruling power over the tiger. Then, they have taboo of the cat 
meat or of hunting. Further, they call the dead tiger their grandfather and must conduct funeral rites 
for him.?25
The above citation also shows that he combined totemism with another Frazer?s theory of magic26 in 
the same paper: ?It is because the uncivilized people believe in the close relation of the name and the 
object of the same name. For bringing growth to the animals and plants that they eat, they appeal to 
the magical methods. These methods are sympathetic or imitative magic and contagious magic.?27
21 Petra Karlová, ?The Emergence of Japanese Ethnology: A Case Study of the Ethnologist Matsumoto Nobuhiro in the Period 
1919?23,?Archiv Orientalni, No. 82.2 (Oriental Institute (ASCR), November 2014), pp. 359?379.
22 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Shina kosei to tōtemizumu? (1921?1922) in Tōa minzoku bunkaronkō (Seibundō shinkōsha, 1968), pp. 
484?485.
23 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Shina kodai seishi no kenkyū? (1921) in Tōa minzoku bunkaronkō (Seibundō shinkōsha, 1968), pp. 
419, 437, 439. ?Shina kosei to tōtemizumu? (1921?1922) in Tōa minzoku bunkaronkō (Seibundō shinkōsha, 1968), pp. 454, 
462, 472, 473, 478, 479, 482?485. ?Kodai Shina minzoku no sosen saishi,? Shigaku, dai 1 kan, dai 4 gō (Mita Shigakkai, 1922), 
pp. 50, 67.
24 James George Frazer, The Golden Bough (1890?1915) and Totemism and Exogamy (1910). Wilhelm Wundt, Elements of Folk 
Psychology. Outlines of a Psychological History of the Development of Mankind (1912).
25 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Shina kosei to tōtemizumu? (1921?1922) in Tōa minzoku bunkaronkō (Seibundō shinkōsha, 1968), pp. 
484?485.
26 Frazer presented his theory of sympathetic and contagious magic and argued that the belief in magic was an error ?deduced 
immediately from elementary process of reasoning.? James George Frazer The Golden Bough. A study in magic and religion 
(Wordsworth Reference, 1993), pp. 19, 54?56.
27 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Shina kosei to tōtemizumu? (1921?1922) in Tōa minzoku bunkaronkō (Seibundō shinkōsha, 1968), p. 459.
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In sum, Matsumoto started studying about ethnic groups in Vietnam from the ethnological perspec-
tive. It was because they were considered primitive peoples, and thus useful for examining about prim-
itive culture, which was the main focus of Matsumoto?s research. From this point of view, the connec-
tion between Japan and Vietnam for Matsumoto in this period was common primitive culture: based 
on evolutionist ethnology, Matsumoto surmised that studying primitive peoples in Vietnam can con-
tribute to the clarification of ancient Japanese culture (as well as of the ancient culture of any other civ-
ilized peoples).
2.?1924?1932: focusing southwards
Matsumoto?s attitude towards Vietnam significantly changed during his doctoral studies at Sor-
bonne University in France during 1924?1928.28 He had chance to study under world-renown teachers 
in Oriental studies, ethnology, sociology etc., such as Marcel Mauss, the author of famous Essay of the 
Gift, his friend Marcel Granet, Paul Rivet, etc.29 Moreover, he got access to Vietnam-related knowledge 
because France established a research institute École Française d?Extrême-Orient (EFEO) in French 
Indochina in 1901.30 Especially, Jean Przyluski, one of the researchers of Indochina, became Matsumoto?s 
supervisor and encouraged him to learn more about the significance of Indochinese culture. 31 In addi-
tion, numerous French scholars in this period examined southern cultures. Under these influences, 
Matsumoto begun concentrating his attention to southern regions including Vietnam.
He had discussed Vietnamese culture from the three perspectives: from sociologist and evolutionist 
ethnology which were inspired by Frazer?s ideas, and from diffusionist ethnology. Sociologist and evo-
lutionist theories explained similarities among primitive cultures as common primitive culture based 
on unilinear evolutionism. On the contrary, diffusionist ethnologist argued that only some cultures 
had common origin and that many similarities were caused by diffusion of culture, that is by foreign 
influence. This complex ideational background is reflected in Matsumoto?s doctoral theses?he wrote 
two: the first, The Japanese and the Austro-Asiatic languages: A Comparative Study of Vocabulary32 un-
der Przuluski?s guidance with the diffusionist linguistic methods, and the second, The Essay on the 
Japanese Mythology33 under Marcel Mauss? guidance and Marcel Granet?s influence34 with sociological 
28 He attended lectures at École Nationale des Langues Orientales Vivantes and École Practique des Hautes Etudes of the Sorbonne 
University. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Furansu ni okeru Shina kenkyū,? Shina kenkyū, Keiō gijuku Mochidzuki kikin Shina ken-
kyūkai-hen (Iwanamishoten, 1930), pp. 386, 389. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Le japonais et les langues austroasiatiques: étude de vo-
cabulaire comparé (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1928), p. 1. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Nihon shinwa no kenkyū (Dōbunkan, 1931), p. 2.
29 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Matsumoto Nobuhiro shinpen zakki (Matsumoto Chie, 1982), p. 41.
30 EFEO was founded in December 1898, but its title was decided in January 1900 and its institutional stability was assured by a 
French presidential decree of 21 April 1901. Clémentine-Ojha, Catherine and Manguin, Pierre-Yves, A Century in Asia. The 
History of École française d?Extrême-Orient 1898?2006 (Edition Didier Millet, EFEO, 2007), p. 18.
31 Seiji Itō, ?Matsumoto Nobuhiro??Nampōsetsu? no kaitakusha,? in Bunka jinruigaku gunzō, Nihonhen (3), (Kyōto: Akademia 
shuppankai, 1988), p. 231.
32 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Le japonais et les langues austroasiatiques: étude de vocabulaire comparé (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1928).
33 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Essai sur la mythologie Japonaise (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1928), pp. 76?77.
34 Matsumoto was especially inspired by Marcel Granet?s book Fêtes et chansons anciennes de la Chine, second ed. (first ed. 1919) 
(Paris: Librarie Ernest Leroux, 1929) and La Polygénie sororale et le sororat dans la Chine féodale (Paris: Leroux, 1920).
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and evolutionist ethnological theories.
As the title of the first thesis The Japanese and the Austro-Asiatic languages: A Comparative Study of 
Vocabulary suggests, Matsumoto compared vocabulary of archaic Japanese language with vocabulary 
of contemporary Austro-Asiatic languages.35 Vietnamese and many other languages in Vietnam belong 
to this language family. The definition of Austro-Asiatic languages was achievement of Austrian diffu-
sionist scholar Wilhelm Schmidt.36 However, Matsumoto adopted Przyluski?s interpretation of 
Schmidt?s theory that argues the influence of Austro-Asiatic culture in India and China.37 As a result, 
the conclusion of Matsumoto?s linguistic thesis was in accord with Przyluski?s opinion: ? . . . we can af-
firm that the Austro-Asiatic element played an important role in the formation of the Japanese lan-
guage. . . . we are convinced about the broad relation of Japanese and Austro-Asiatic languages.?38 
Shortly said, under Przyluski?s diffusionist impact, Matsumoto hypothesized about the influence of 
southern languages, like those in Vietnam, on the Japanese language in the ancient times.
In contrast with this bold statement, The Essay on the Japanese Mythology did not openly advocate 
southern influence in Japan. Mauss? patroonship made Matsumoto keep the sociological approach by 
analyzing the Japanese myths based on Frazer?s concept of unity of the political and religious power, 39 
which was widely accepted among sociologists.40 Still, Matsumoto equipped the thesis with appendices 
introducing the similarities between Japanese and southern myths, and Japanese myths and myths of 
Ainu. Among others, he claimed that Japanese myths share the theme of the earth pulled out of the 
water with Thái people in Vietnam (citing Henri Maspero)41 and the theme of walking around a pillar 
with Vietnamese people (citing Jean Przyluski). 42 Nevertheless, pointing out the similarities itself does 
not imply any conclusion.
The mixture of sociological, evolutionist and diffusionist ethnological theories was characteristic for 
Matsumoto?s books that he published after his return to Japan: The Research of the Japanese Myths43 
and ?Theories of Ancient Culture.?44 In contrast with his thesis on the Japanese mythology, the first 
35 The Austro-Asiatic languages?language family of languages distributed in continental Southeast Asia. They are also referred 
to as Mon-Khmer languages. This language family includes languages Munda, Khasi?Palaungic, Khmuic, Pakanic, Vieto-Ka-
tuic, Bahnaric, Khmer, Pearic, Nicobarese, Aslian, Monic, Shompen.
36 Wilhelm Schmidt, ?Die Mon-Khmer-Völker, ein Bindeglied zwischen Völkern Zentralasiens und Austronesiens,? Archiv für 
Anthropologie, Braunschweig, new series, 5 (1906), pp. 59?109.
37 Jean Przyluski, ?Non-Aryan Loans in Indo-Aryan,? in Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India, translated by Prabodh Chandra 
Bagchi Culcatta (Culcutta: Culcutta University Press, Senate House, 1929) (French edition in 1923), pp. 9, 14, 15, 17, 21, 24, 
25, 30. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Kodai bunkaron,? in Gendai shigaku taikei (Kyōritsusha shoten, 1932), p. 46.
38 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Le japonais et les langues austroasiatiques: étude de vocabulaire comparé (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1928), p. 
96.
39 James George Frazer, ?Priestly Kings,? ?Magicians as Kings,? ?Incarnate Human Gods,? in The Golden Bough. A study in magic 
and religion (Wordsworth Reference, 1993), pp. 9?11, 83?106.
40 Marcel Mauss and Henri Hubert, Mélanges d?histoire des religions (Paris: Félix Alcan, 1909), p. II. Marcel Mauss, The Gift, 
transl. by W. D. Halls (London: Routledge, 1990), pp. 30, 37, 71.
41 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Essai sur la mythologie Japonaise (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1928), pp. 114?116.
42 Ibid., pp. 124?125.
43 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Nihon shinwa no kenkyū (Dōbunkan, 1931), p. 39.
44 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Kodai bunkaron,? in Gendai shigaku taikei (Kyōritsusha shoten, 1932), pp. 154?155.
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book generally implied southern influence in ancient Japan, by incorporating ideas of diffusionist 
scholars Przyluski, Rivet, Dixon, etc. This change happened because also Matsumoto?s Japanese teach-
er Yanagita Kunio was an advocate of the southern culture in Japan.45 At the same time, Matsumoto 
did not omit sociological theories, such as theory of seasonal festivals and the connection between the 
ritual and the myth.46 In concrete, he adopted Granet?s opinion that a similar mating festival of ex-
changing love songs in contemporary Southeast Asia in spring was practiced in ancient Japan as 
utagaki or kagai (singing banquet).47 He supported this belief by Przyluski?s information about Mèo 
(ethnic minority living in Vietnam too) people?s ritual of going around the pillar.48 In addition, he con-
nected this ritual with the Japanese myth by discussing the theme of going around a pillar described in 
the myth of Izanagi and Izanami.49 Consequently, Matsumoto?s argumentation was so broad that it is 
impossible to draw a consistent conclusion about his ideas on Vietnam from his books.
Moreover, he continued to advocate Frazer?s theory of totemism since his teachers Marcel Granet 
and Jean Przyluski discussed it throughout.50 In his book The Research of the Japanese Myths, we can 
see that Matsumoto discovered totemism in Japanese legend of Princess Toyotama: ? . . . to acquire the 
animal crest means to kill and send off the animal.  . . . this is a variation of a story where the outer soul 
was expressed in the form of an animal, a story about acquiring a totem-emblem through of which a 
young man can succeed [in the society].?51 He drew this idea from the comparison with the Ainu leg-
end of the owl god which he also interpreted as an expression of totemism.52 The strongest influence of 
this theory can be found in Matsumoto?s ?The Clan ?Coconut tree? and the Popular Tale ?Coconut? of 
Cham People,? 53 in which he applied Przyluski?s theory of plant totems: coconut and betel palms as 
plant totems among the Cham people in Vietnam. In this way, Matsumoto perceived totemism as a 
cultural phenomenon related to the Japanese people as well as peoples of Vietnam or China.
In conclusion, owing to his study in France, Matsumoto began focusing on Vietnam within the 
scope of so-called southern culture. He developed diffusionist hypothesis of southern influence on an-
45 Kunio Yanagita, Kainan shōki (Sōgensha, 1945) (first edition 1925), pp. iv?v. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Yanagita Kunio, ?Kainan 
shōki? to ?Kaijō no michi? minzoku to minzoku ni tsuite? in Nihon minzoku bunka no kigen I: shinwa-densetsu (Kōdansha, 
1978), p. 333.
46 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Kaisetsu? in Nihon bunka no kigen (3). Minzokugaku 1 (Heibonsha, 1971), p. 13. Matsumoto?s opinion 
on the relation of the myths and the rites: Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Essai sur la mythologie Japonaise (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1928), 
pp. 50, 76, 90.
47 Ibid., pp. 40, 160, 161. Marcel Granet Fêtes et chansons anciennes de la Chine, second ed. (Paris: Librarie Ernest Leroux, 1929) 
(first ed. 1919), pp. 147, 278?279.
48 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?La Marche Autour de la Colonne,? in Essai sur la mythologie Japonaise (Paris: P. Geuthner, 1928), p. 
124.
49 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Nihon shinwa no kenkyū (Dōbunkan, 1931), pp. 205?206.
50 Marcel Granet Danses et légendes de la Chine ancienne (Paris: Les Presses universitaires de France, 1926), pp. 38, 52, 602, 606. 
Jean Przyluski, ?Totemisme et vegetalisme dans l?Inde,? Revue de l?Historie des Religions (1927) in Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Nihon 
shinwa no kenkyū (Dōbunkan, 1931), p. 208. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Kodai bunkaron,? in Gendai shigaku taikei (Kyōritsusha 
shoten, 1932), pp. 51?53, 136. Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Chamu no yashizoku to ?yashi no mi? setsuwa,? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, 
dai 6 gō (1933), p. 449. 
51 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, Nihon shinwa no kenkyū (Dōbunkan, 1931), pp. 96?97.
52 Ibid., p. 96.
53 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Chamu no yashizoku to ?yashi no mi? setsuwa,? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, dai 6 gō (1933), pp. 449?465.
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cient Japan while keeping comparative method of similarities from evolutionist ethnology (such as to-
temism) and adopting sociologist theories (such as seasonal festivals).
3.?1933?1939: founding Vietnamese studies
After completing his doctoral degree at Sorbonne University, Matsumoto became Professor at the 
Keio University Faculty of Letters (1930). 54 This high academic position enabled him to use opportu-
nities of the new era in the 1930s for making his way to Vietnamese studies. Japan officially established 
direct relations with French Indochina through Japan?French Trade Agreement (1932),55 and Customs 
Treaty between Japan and French Indochina (1934).56 OSK Company began providing a maritime con-
nection between Kobe and Haiphong at the end of 1932.57 In this favorable situation, Matsumoto 
gained finance from Keio University Mochidzuki Foundation, which usually supported projects of 
Chinese studies,58 to realize his research trip to Vietnam. This means that he had a chance to go to 
China, but he decided to go to French Indochina instead.59 One reason for this decision was also that 
he could receive help of his friend Émile Gaspardone (1895?1982) who was a researcher at the EFEO 
in Hanoi at the time.60
Matsumoto arrived in Haiphong in Vietnam on 8 August 1933.61 His main goal was to collect writ-
ten sources on Southeast Asia. He spent one month and a half in the library of the EFEO.62 He also 
went to the royal palace with the historical archive and royal tombs in Huế.63 In the historical archives, 
he started negotiating with authorities in attempt to acquire copies of the Annals of the Đại Nam (Đại 
Nam Thực lục, ????), the annals of the last Vietnamese dynasty Nguyễn: ?The Annals of the Đại 
Nam is a precious writing that has not been even partially introduced in Japan, and the goal of my trip 
was to bring a part of them to Japan.?64 Furthermore, Matsumoto visited the Association des Amis du 
Vieux Huế with its small library and the Khải Định Museum in the royal palace.65 He stopped at Đà 
Nẵng to see the Cham museum. Then, he visited the Japanese bridge and the Japanese graves in Hội 
An where a Japanese town used to stand.66 Furthermore, Gaspardone took him on a trip by car to Cao 
Bằng Province in Tonkin where Matsumoto could observe there peoples of various ethnic minorities, 
54 Ine-fune-matsuri: Matsumoto Nobuhiro sensei tsuitō ronbunshū (Kyōshuppan, 1982), pp. 693?695.
55 ?Customs agreement conclusion between Japan and Indochina,? National Archives of Japan, Showa Financial Historical Mate-
rials No.4 Vol.137, Reference code: A08072515300
56 ?Documents relating to customs treaty between Japan and French Indochina,? Diplomatic Archives of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Documents relating to customs treaty between Japan and French Indochina, Reference code: B04013588500.
57 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (I),? Mita hyōron, dai 437 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), p. 24.
58 Keiō gijuku, Mochidzuki Shina kenkyū kikin daiichiji jūnenshi (Keiō gijuku, 1937), p. 19.
59 Author?s interview with Chikamori Masashi, 23 August 2012, Keio University, Tokyo. Seiji Itō, ?Matsumoto Nobuhiro ? 
?Nampōsetsu? no kaitakusha,? in Bunka jinruigaku gunzō, Nihonhen (3) (Kyōto: Akademia shuppankai, 1988), p. 233.
60 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (II),? Mita hyōron, dai 440 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), p. 24.
61 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (I),? Mita hyōron, dai 437 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), pp. 24?25.
62 Ibid., p. 27.
63 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (III),? Mita hyōron, dai 445 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), pp. 10?11. 
64 Ibid., pp. 12?13.
65 Ibid., p. 13.
66 Ibid., pp. 13?16.
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such as Thái (Tho), Mèo, and Mán. 67
Matsumoto?s trip to Vietnam was so fruitful that it laid foundations for the Vietnamese studies in Ja-
pan. Matsumoto physically brought Western works on Indochina, Vietnamese books and stoneware 
fragments excavated in Indochina to Japan. The books were stored in the library of Keio University, in 
Toyo Bunko and the archaeological specimens were preserved in Oyama Research Institute of Prehis-
tory in Shibuya Ward in Tokyo.68 The list of books brought by Matsumoto formed an important part of 
The Bibliography of South Seas: the Collection of Keio University Library that he published together with 
his colleague Hosaka Saburō in 1942.69 Matsumoto also put effort in propagating the results of his trip 
in the Japanese academic circles as well as among the public.
First, Matsumoto, together with former Consul General in Hanoi Nagata Yasukichi, managed to 
bring 92 Vietnamese books, of which 40 were collected by Matsumoto.70 These books were donated to 
Toyo Bunko and became part of the first collection of Vietnamese books in Japan. Their significance 
grew especially during the Vietnam War when it was impossible to access the documents in Vietnam. 
In later years, Matsumoto made effort to their publication.71 In 1941, Indochina Research Society 
founded by him published The Annals of Đại Nam (?????, Đại Nam nhất thống chí).72 Then, the 
Keio University Linguistic Institute put in print various Vietnamese annals,73 such as six volumes of 
The Chronicles of Đại Nam (????, Đại Nam thực lục) in 1961?1972,74 and three volumes of Com-
plete Annals of Đại Việt (??????, Đại Việt sử ký toàn thư) in 1984?1986.75
Second, Matsumoto brought the archaeological specimens from Vietnam to Japan. He managed to 
obtain some stoneware excavated by Madeleine Colani as an official donation by the EFEO. From the 
perspective of Japanese archaeology, it was a significant contribution since he brought new artifacts to 
Japan. Matsumoto claimed: ?The stoneware dated to the so called Bac Sonian and Hoa Binhian periods 
which have been used for the first time by Ms. Colani and could not have been seen in Japan until 
now.?76 Matsumoto presented a paper on these fragments of stoneware at a research meeting held by 
67 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (II),? Mita hyōron, dai 440 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), p. 24, 25.
68 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Jōdai Indoshina no kōkogakuteki kenkyū ni tsuite?Korani joshi kizō dozoku hyōhon wo chūshin ni? 
(1937) in Indoshina minzoku to bunka (Iwanami shoten, 1942.11), p. 161.
69 Nobuhiro Matsumoto and Saburō Hosaka, Nan?yō bunken mokuroku: keiōgijuku toshokan shozō (Keiō gijuku Mochidzuki Shi-
na kenkyū kikin, 1942).
70 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (I),? Mita hyōron, dai 437 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), p. 27. ?Annan ryokōki 
(daiisshin),? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, dai 5 gō (Minzokugakkai, 1933), p. 87. List of the books in: Daie Iwai, ?Nagata Yasukichi 
shūshū Annam bon mokuroku,? Shigaku, dai 14 kan, dai 2 gō (Mita Shigakkai, 1935), pp. 105?109 (286?291).
71 Kunie Kawamoto, ??Dainan jitsuroku? chimei sakuin?Jo narabi ni hanrei,? in Dainan jitsuroku chimei sakuin (Keiō gijuku 
daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo, 2002), p. iii.
72 Dainan ittō shi, Dai1shū, Dai2shū (Indoshina kenkyūkai, 1941).
73 Kunie Kawamoto, ?Jo narabi ni hanrei,? in Dainan jitsuroku chimei sakuin (Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo, 2002), 
p. iii.
74 Dainan jitsuroku, 1?6 (Keiō gijuku daigaku gogaku kenkyūjo, 1961, 1963, 1968, 1962, 1971, 1972).
75 Daietsu shiki zensho: kōgōbon, jō, chū, ka (Tōkyō daigaku Tōyō bunka kenkyūjo fuzoku Tōyōgaku bunken sentā kankō iinkai, 
1984?1986). Kazuo Ōsawa, ?Dainan jitsuroku to Nobuhiro Matsumoto,? in Ine-fune-matsuri: Matsumoto Nobuhiro sensei 
tsuitō ronbunshū (Kyōshuppan, 1982), pp. 686?688.
76 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Jōdai Indoshina no kōkogakuteki kenkyū ni tsuite?Korani joshi kizō dozoku hyōhon wo chūshin ni? 
(1937) in Indoshina minzoku to bunka (Iwanami shoten, 1942), p. 161.
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the Japan Anthropological Society.77 Also, he introduced them in his paper ?On Archaeological Re-
search of Ancient Indochina - with Focus on the Folk Specimens Donated by Ms. Colani.?78
Third, Matsumoto introduced Western research on Vietnam to the Japanese readers. He wrote a pa-
per describing the history and work of the EFEO in Hanoi in ?The French Research of Indochina.?79 
Furthermore, he summarized the Western writings on history and culture of Indochina in his works: 
?The Korean Legend of the Old Otter and Its Annamese Variant,?80 ?On Bronze Drums of Indochi-
na,?81 ?The Vietnamese Materials 2,3 on Bronze Drums,?82 ?The Annamese Tooth Blackening,?83 ?The 
Culture of Indochina,?84 ?The Genealogy of Indochina Languages,?85 ?The Peoples of Indochina,?86 ?A 
Supplement to Akashi Teiichi?s On Relation of Magical Objects and Astronomy in ?the Annamese 
Variation of the Legend of the Old Otter?,?87 and ?Languages of Indochina.?88 These papers became pi-
oneer works of Vietnamese studies in Japan. Later, the majority of the papers were republished in Mat-
sumoto?s book The Peoples and Cultures of Indochina (1942) which Suenari Michio listed among the 
first and foremost sources of cultural anthropology on Vietnam in The Annotated Bibliography of the 
Cultural Anthropology of Vietnam. A Perspective from Japan.89
Fourth, Matsumoto published several travel records on French Indochina in ?Impressions from 
French Indochina,? ?Travel Records from Annam,? ?I have Seen Indochina? and ?A Talk about the 
Travel to Annam? during 1933?1934.90 Matsumoto referred to the places that he visited with a short 
explanation of their history. He paid special attention to the monuments related to Japan, such as a 
77 Ibid.
78 Ibid., pp. 161?187.
79 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Furansujin indoshina kenkyū,? Tōa, Sangatsugō (Tōa keizai chōsakyoku, 1934), pp. 109?118.
80 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Rōnorachi densetsu no Annan iden,? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, dai 12 gō (Minzokugakkai, 1933), pp. 
1010?1019.
81 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina no dōki ni tsuite? (1933) in Nihon minzoku bunka no kigen III: Tōnan Ajia to Nihon 
(Kōdansha, 1978), pp. 253?454.
82 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Dōki ni kan suru ni, San no Betonamu shiryō? (1935) in Nihon minzoku bunka no kigen III: Tōnan 
Ajia to Nihon (Kōdansha, 1978), pp. 255?257.
83 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Annanjin no ohaguro,? Shigaku, dai 12 kan, dai 4 gō (Mita Shigakkai, 1933), p. 676.
84 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina no bunka jō,? in Iwanami kōza Tōyō shichō, I (Iwanami shoten, 1934), pp. 1?44. ?Indoshina 
no bunka ge,? in Iwanami kōza Tōyō shichō, 9/4 (Iwanami shoten, 1935), pp. 49?95.
85 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina gengo no keitō,? in Iwanami kōza Tōyō shichō, I (Tōyō gengo no keitō) (Iwanami shoten, 
1934), pp. 1?44.
86 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina minzoku,? in Iwanami kōza Tōyō shichō, I (Tōyō no minzoku, Tōyō no shakai) (Iwanami 
shoten, 1935), pp. 1?49.
87 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Akashi Teikichi ?Rōnorachi densetsu no Annan den? no reibutsu to tenmon no kankei, tsuiki? (1935) 
in Tōa minzoku bunkaronkō (Seibundō shinkōsha, 1968), pp. 153?155.
88 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina go,? in Ajia mondai kōza, dai 8 kan (Sōgensha, 1939), pp. 385?399. 
89 Michio Suenari, Betonamu bunka jinruigaku. Bunken kaidai. Nihon kara shiten (Fūkyōsha, 2009), p. 224.
90 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (I),? Mita hyōron, dai 437 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), pp. 24?27. ?Indoshina 
inshōki (II),? Mita hyōron, dai 440 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), pp. 22?25. ?Indoshina inshōki (III),? Mita hyōron, dai 445 
gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), pp. 10?16. ?Annan ryokōki (daiisshin),? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, dai 5 gō (Minzokugakkai, 
1933), pp. 86?87. ?Annan ryokōki (dainishin),? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, dai 5 gō (Minzokugakkai, 1933), pp. 829?831. ?Annan 
ryokōki (daisanshin),? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, dai 10 gō (Minzokugakkai, 1933), pp. 931?936. ?Indoshina wo mite,? Gaikō 
jihō, dai 703 gō (Gaikō jihōsha, 15.03.1934), pp. 131?138. ?Annam ryokōdan,? Shigaku zasshi, dai 45 kan, dai 2 gō (Shigakkai, 
1934), pp. 255?257.
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Japanese bridge and Japanese graves in Hội An.91 Interestingly, he did not write much about the ethnic 
minorities in Vietnam, although he claimed that he was deeply impressed by them.92 It was his first 
trip to Indochina, so he probably aimed rather on collecting general information than on conducting a 
specific research project.
While fully acknowledging Matsumoto?s contribution to the Vietnamese studies, it is also necessary 
to mention that his works strongly reflected the ideational and political trends of the 1930s. First, evo-
lutionist and sociological ethnological arguments almost disappeared from his works because diffu-
sionism prevailed in the ethnological circles.93 Namely, Matsumoto adopted diffusionist theories of 
Robert Heine-Geldern, one of the best known Wilhelm Schmidt?s students, who hypothesized that the 
ancestors of the present Southeast Asian peoples came from the territory of ancient China and that 
they caused some of original inhabitants of Southeast Asia to move to the islands of Southeast Asia 
and Southern Pacific.94 As a result of this diffusionist influence, Matsumoto interpreted contacts be-
tween different races through the lens of the Darwinist theory of struggle for survival, in which the 
powerful won over the weak. In this way, he perceived the history of Indochina from a social Darwin-
ist perspective where a cycle of victory and defeat of various Southeast Asian peoples underlined their 
struggle for survival since times immemorial.95 Second, in accord with Watsuji Tetsurō?s climate theo-
ry, Matsumoto assumed that Southern peoples in Indochina were weak as a result of monsoon climate, 
and therefore they were defeated by stronger Northern peoples who invaded there.96 Third, as a fur-
ther bias, he had Orientalist97 thinking that considered peoples of Vietnam weak and barbarian in 
comparison with the Japanese, although he was interested in similarities between Vietnam and Japan.98 
He wrote that the Vietnamese belonged to the most inferior people of the Mongoloid race,99 and still 
91 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (III),? Mita hyōron, dai 445 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), pp. 14?16.
92 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina inshōki (II),? Mita hyōron, dai 440 gō (Mita hyōron hakkōjo, 1934), p. 25.
93 The Japan Ethnological Society was established based on diffusionist principles in January 1935. ?Nihon minzoku gakkai set-
suritsu shuisho,? Minzokugaku kenkyū, dai 1 kan, dai 1 gō (Nihon minzoku gakkai, Sanseidō, 1935), pp. 219?220.
94 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina no bunka jō,? in Iwanami kōza Tōyō shichō, I (Iwanami shoten, 1934), pp. 20, 34, 35. ?In-
doshina gengo no keitō,? in Iwanami kōza Tōyō shichō, I (Tōyō gengo no keitō) (Iwanami shoten, 1934), pp. 38, 39. ?Furansu ni 
okeru minzokugakuteki kenkyū,? in Nihon minzokugaku kenkyū, (ed. by Yanagita) (Iwanami shoten, 1935), p. 385. ?Jōdai In-
doshina no kōkogakuteki kenkyū ni tsuite?Korani joshi kizō dozoku hyōhon wo chūshin ni? (1937) in Indoshina minzoku to 
bunka (Iwanami shoten, 1942.11), pp. 167, 183, 184. ?Yūken sekifu no shomondai,? Shigaku, dai 18 kan, dai 2/3 gō (Mita Shigakkai, 
1939), p. 298. ?Kōnan hōkoki,? Shigaku, dai 17 kan, dai 4 gō (Mita Shigakkai, 1939), p. 69. ?Indoshina go,? Ajia mondai kōza, 
dai 8 kan (Sōgensha, 1939), p. 391.
95 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina no bunka jō,? in Iwanami kōza Tōyō shichō, I (Iwanami shoten, 1934), p. 5.
96 Petra Karlová ?Matsumoto Nobuhiro?s Ideas Concerning Indochina during the Period 1933?1945,? in Vietnam?Indochina?
Japan Relations during the Second World War: Documents and Interpretations, ed. by Masaya Shiraishi, Nguyễn Văn Khanh 
and Bruce M. Lokhart (Waseda University Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies (WIAPS), February 2017), pp. 319?321.
97 The term Orientalism was popularized by Palestinian scholar Edward W. Saïd in his book Orientalism (1978). He criticized 
that the framework Western scholars used to perceive the Orient was biased, especially since it reflected a colonial power?s at-
titude towards its subjugated people. In his work, Saïd introduced dichotomies existing in Orientalism: the dichotomy of the 
West and the East as ?we? and ?the others?; the rulers and the ruled; and the civilized and the barbarians respectively. Edward 
W. Saïd, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon Books, 1991), pp. 2, 5, 7, 49, 57, 95, etc.
98 Petra Karlová, ?Orientalism in Pre-War Japanese Ethnology: The Case of Matsumoto Nobuhiro?s Writings on Southeast Asia 
between 1933?1939,? Journal of Graduate School of Asia-Pacific Studies, No. 29 (Graduate School of Asia Pacific Studies, Wase-
da University, March 2015), pp. 1?19.
99 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina wo mite,? Gaikō jihō, dai 703 gō (Gaikō jihōsha, 15.03.1934), p. 132.
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thought: ? . . . the manner and customs of the Annamese people make me think of Japan?s dynastical 
era, it soothes my nerves . . . ?100 Finally, he advocated Japan?s Southern Advance Theory101 by claiming 
that Japan should assist France in the development of backward Indochina,102 and by recommending 
Vietnamese to learn Japan?s westernized culture. 103 The reason was that both ethnology and Vietnam-
ese studies were new disciplines to Japan, so Matsumoto needed to gain support of influential circles 
for their development.104
In short, by realizing his trip to Vietnam in 1933 and continuing his efforts to spread newly-ac-
quired knowledge on Southeast Asia in Japan, Matsumoto became founder of the Vietnamese studies 
in Japan. As a consequence of voluminous materials, Matsumoto?s work concentrated on introducing 
Vietnam, and only little touched upon his ideas about how to interpret Japan?Vietnam similarities.
Conclusion
This paper examined Matsumoto?s path and contribution to establishing Vietnamese studies in Ja-
pan in the 1930s. He became one of the founders of Vietnamese studies in Japan owing to his trip to 
French Indochina, which he decided to take as a result of his interest in ethnology and the influence of 
the theories of Southern culture that he learned during his doctoral studies from Western scholars in 
France and from Yanagita. Acquiring materials on Southeast Asia and knowledge of various ethnologi-
cal and linguistic theories provided him with a basis not only for writings works related to Vietnam, 
but also for starting Vietnamese studies at Keio University. After ethnology was acknowledged as an 
academic discipline in Japan in 1935, Matsumoto started teaching on various ethnic groups including 
peoples of Vietnam in his new course of ethnology at Keio University in 1938.105 Thus, in addition to 
his publication activities, he also began working on institutionalization of Vietnamese studies in Japan.
His effort in this direction was successful in the 1940s when the need to study Vietnam was general-
ly recognized as it became part of Japan?s Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. During the war pe-
riod, Matsumoto helped establish the Linguistic Institute (Gogaku kenkyūjo) and the Asia Research In-
stitute (Ajia kenkyūjo) at Keio University in October 1942 and in January 1943 respectively.106 He was 
assigned a leading position in the Linguistic Institute which had twenty three language departments 
100 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Annan ryokōki (dainishin),? Minzokugaku, dai 5 kan, dai 5 gō (Minzokugakkai, 1933), p. 829.
101 Japan?s Southern Advance theory claimed the necessity to expand to the regions South of Japan (the South Seas, Southeast 
Asia) for economic and later also political reasons.
102 Nobuhiro Matsumoto, ?Indoshina wo mite,? Gaikō jihō, dai 703 gō (Gaikō jihōsha, 15.03.1934), pp. 131?138.
103 Ibid, pp. 135?137.
104 Petra Karlová ?Matsumoto Nobuhiro?s Ideas Concerning Indochina during the Period 1933?1945,? Vietnam?Indochina?Japan 
Relations during the Second World War: Documents and Interpretations, edited by Masaya Shiraishi, Nguyễn Văn Khanh and 
Bruce M. Lokhart, (Waseda University Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies (WIAPS), February 2017), pp. 321?323.
105 Nobuo Kawakita, ?Keiō gijuku daigaku bungakubu kyōin tantō kamoku ichiran,? Shigaku, dai 60 kan, dai 2/3 gō (Mita Shigakkai, 
1991), p. 205 (379). Author?s interview with Chikamori Masashi, 23 August 2012, Keio University, Tokyo.
106 Ine-fune-matsuri: Matsumoto Nobuhiro sensei tsuitō ronbunshū, (Rokkōshuppan, 1982), p. 694. Kunie Kawamoto ?Gengo bun-
ka kenkyūjo sanjūnen,? Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo hōkokushū, dai 24 gō, (Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo bunka 
kenkyūjo, 1992), pp. 1?2. 
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including languages of Vietnam, Sanskrit, Pali, etc.107 It was closed after the war in 1945, but Matsu-
moto contributed to its reestablishment as the Keio University Institute of Cultural and Linguistic 
Studies in July 1962.108 This Institute became the workplace for some of Matsumoto?s students includ-
ing Kawamoto Kunie,109 famous Vietnam specialist, who is noted for educating another well-known 
scholar of Vietnamese history at Keio University, Shimao Minoru.110 In this way, Matsumoto continu-
ously committed to build a center for Vietnamese studies while educating its research staff.
In conclusion, Matsumoto?s contribution to founding Vietnamese studies in Japan started from his 
ethnological research, continued by collecting research materials and publication works, and advanced 
into establishing research institutes and raising Vietnam specialists. 
107 Kunie Kawamoto ?Gengo bunka kenkyūjo sanjūnen,? Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo hōkokushū, dai 24 gō, (Keiō 
gijuku daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo, 1992), p. 5.
108 Ine-fune-matsuri: Matsumoto Nobuhiro sensei tsuitō ronbunshū, (Rokkōshuppan, 1982), p. 695. Kunie Kawamoto ?Gengo bun-
ka kenkyūjo sanjūnen,? Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo hōkokushū, dai 24 gō, (Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo bunka 
kenkyūjo, 1992), pp. 2?3.
109 Kunie Kawamoto ?Gengo bunka kenkyūjo sanjūnen,? Keiō gijuku daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo hōkokushū, dai 24 gō, (Keiō 
gijuku daigaku gengo bunka kenkyūjo, 1992), pp. 1?2.
110 Kunie Kawamoto Vetonamu bōkoku shi ta (1966), Betonamu no uta to rekishi (1967), Minami Betonamu seiji han no shōgen 
(1974), Shōkai Betonamu go jiten (2011)
